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By Candace Calvert

Tyndale House Publishers. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Paperback. 384 pages. Dimensions:
8.2in. x 5.5in. x 1.0in.Dr. Leigh Stathos likes her ER shifts fast, furious, and adrenaline-infusedTreat
em and street emwith no emotional complications. Lifes taught her a soul-rending lesson: nothing
lasts forever, including marriage. And the clock is ticking toward the end of hers. Then an
unwelcome confrontation with the other woman begins a whole new set of lessons. San Francisco
police officer Nick Stathos never gives up, whether protecting his patrol neighborhood, holding fast
to faithor trying to save his marriage. Seven days is all he has to reach Leighs heart. But when a
desperate act of violence slams Golden Gate Mercy Hospital into lockdown, it starts a chain of
events that will change lives forever. This item ships from multiple locations. Your book may arrive
from Roseburg,OR, La Vergne,TN. Paperback.
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Very good e-book and valuable one. It can be writter in basic words and phrases and not confusing. You will not really feel monotony at whenever you
want of your own time (that's what catalogues are for concerning should you check with me).
-- Mr . Antwon Fr a m i-- Mr . Antwon Fr a m i

Very beneficial to all of type of individuals. This can be for those who statte that there had not been a really worth reading. You will not really feel
monotony at at any time of your respective time (that's what catalogs are for concerning should you ask me).
-- Micha le Shields-- Micha le Shields
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